
 

DISTRICT COURT, CITY AND COUNTY OF 
DENVER, COLORADO 
1437 Bannock Street 
Denver, Colorado  80202 
        
FRED J. JOSEPH, Securities Commissioner for the 
State of Colorado, 
 
Plaintiff,  
 
v. 
 
JERRALD GREEN, WEALTH SYSTEMS 
INTERNATIONAL, LTD., DELGREENE CREDIT 
SERVICES, LLC, DELGREENE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES, LLC, AMERICAN PREMIUM 
FINANCIAL, LLC, DELGREENE CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT, LLC, WEALTH  
ADMINISTRATION SERVICES, LLC, 
CARL TODD and RICHARD RINER d/b/a 
PLATINUM FINANCIAL ADVISORS, LLC, and 
CHRIS ANTHONY ZAAL d/b/a SOUTHWEST 
GROUP,  
 
Defendants. 
        
RECEIVER:       COURT USE ONLY   
Andrew C. Snyder,         
8400 East Prentice Avenue, #1500    Case No.  2009CV10504 
Denver, Colorado 80111     
Phone Number: 303-409-7777/Fax 303-409-7750 
             

RECEIVER’S FIRST INTERIM REPORT 
 

 COMES NOW Andrew C. Snyder, as duly appointed Receiver ("Receiver") in this case, 

and for his First Interim Report, states as follows:  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Andrew C. Snyder was appointed as Receiver for the assets of Jerrald Green, individually 

(“Green”), and Wealth Systems International, Ltd. Wealth Administration Services, LLC, 

DelGreene Credit Services, LLC, American Premium Financial Services, LLC, DelGreene 

Capital Management, LLC and other entities over which Green may have control (collectively 
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“WSI”) by the Denver District Court, State of Colorado, Case No. 2009CV10504 on November 

10, 2009. 

 

The Companies 
 

 Wealth Systems International, Ltd., upon information and belief, was chartered in 

Bermuda in 2000.  Mr. Jerrald Green, age 49 , directly or indirectly, caused the formation or 

chartering of various entities: DelGreene Financial Services, LLC in May 2001, DelGreene 

Credit Services on July 30, 2001; Wealth Administration Services, LLC on July 30, 2001; 

DelGreene Capital Management LLC on September 23, 2002; and, American Premium 

Financing LLC on June 24, 2004.   Green is also involved with other entities, which appear to 

have no charter in the State of Colorado, including Security Investment Group and WSI 

Holdings.  Green also formed Consultant Marketing Services, LLC on February 28, 2002 and 

DelGreene Development, LLC on September 10, 2001, as well as WSI Financial Network.   

 
Generation One 
 

 Green’s businesses have been funded with various investor monies since March of 2001, 

and have been categorized into five different groups of investments.  Generation One 

investments were initially raised by an entity known Security Investment Group in association 

with Larry Haynes, and subsequently Dennis Bukantis.  Although the first investments in 

Generation One started in March of 2001, they continued until approximately February of 2004.  

Most of the later investments were raised through DelGreene Financial Services.  The original 

investment model for Generation One centered on a need identified by Green concerning the 

deregulation of the insurance industry, and a need for independent insurance agents to have 

access marketing services.  The alleged value to a business centered around the rights to the 

marketing concepts and licensing rights.  The money received from the services and fees would 

be used to pay investors a return on their principal.  Investments came in the form of annuities, 

timeshares or cash, that  were then liquidated by Wealth Administration Services.  The salesman 

in this case, Bukantis, would receive a 10% fee based upon the amount of the investment, Wealth 

Administration Services would receive an escrow fee, and a one time licensing fee was paid to 

WSI.  In exchange for these investments, Generation One investors received contracts promising 
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to pay a fixed rate of return such as 7-3/4% known as “Term Certain Contracts”.  Some of these 

contracts had a tie-up period of 5 to 20 years.  The marketing concept for insurance agents never 

generated any revenue, and accordingly, there was no income to offset DelGreene Financial’s 

interest obligations to investors. Money raised from investors was used to pay office, 

administrative and start-up expenses, salaries, leases and the printing of materials, and 

presumptively Mr. Green’s living expenses. WSI records indicate that $1,295,963.62 was raised 

from Generation One investors.  Generation One investors have never been made aware that 

their investments have no value, that high commissions were paid, or that funds were used for 

Green’s personal expenses. 

 

 A Chart of the various Generations and use of funds prepared by Green is attached hereto 

as Exhibit A.  The financial information contained therein is still subject to investigation and will 

be the subject of later reports.  Over the five generations, monies were raised from 296 investors. 

 

Generation Two 
 

 The Generation Two investment program ran from November 8, 2004 through May 9, 

2005, during which time frame DelGreene Capital Management through the Platinum Financial 

Network raised $935,755.01.  In late 2004, Generation One salesman Dennis Bukantis 

introduced Rick Riner and Carl Todd to Green.  Generation Two involved a modified investment 

in the “Term Certain Contract”.  The lion’s share of money raised from Generation Two 

investors was turned over to Riner and Todd who operated Platinum Financial Advisors LLC, a 

Nevada company, located in Saint Marcus, Texas.  It was subsequently determined that Riner 

and Todd had invested the DelGreene money in a prime bank scam.  DelGreene had invested 

approximately $700,000 and after litigation recovered approximately $300,000.  The balance of 

funds not provided to Riner and Todd to conduct their “hedge fund” operation were used for 

DelGreene Capital’s operating, office, and travel expenses.  Platinum Financial Network 

received an 18% commission as a ‘broker fee” and a portion of the fee was rebated to American 

Premium Financial, another Green company. 
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Generation Three  
 

 Green’s investments took a different turn with the initiation of Generation Three 

investments.  Green had become acquainted with Darrin Stock.  Mr. Stock was the President of 

World Wide Papas, LLC  an entity under the umbrella of Papa John’s International, Inc.  World 

Wide Papas, LLC purportedly held franchises for 3 restaurants and 1 kitchen of Papa John’s 

Pizzas in Russia.  Green allegedly researched Mr. Stock’s background and traveled to Russia to 

meet with managers of the pizza franchises.  The lead-selling brokers for Generation Three 

investments were again the Platinum Financial Network, and Chris Zaal with Southwest 

Financial Group. Generation Three topped out at $3,733,806.00 raised between May 2005 and 

February, 2007. 

 

 Generation Three investors were given Term Certain Income Notes or Term Certain 

Legacy Notes.  The investor Notes were issued by DelGreene Credit Services and backed by a 

Master Loan Agreement between WSI and World Wide Papas (WWP).  In addition to the 

purported $1.8 million “loan” made to World Wide Papas on or about October 1, 2005, Jerrald 

Green also purchased membership units in World Wide Papas LLC.  The “loan” was not in fact 

an advance, but a prepayment of “fees” for raising money.  Generation Three investments were 

subject to a 14% load for broker fees to Chris Zaal and Southwest, in addition to a 2% fee to 

American Premium Financial, and 4% fee paid to WSI.  

 

 A portion of the money raised from Generation Three investors was placed in another 

Darrin Stock-Jerald Green venture known as Call Me Solutions Inc. under a WSI-Call Me 

License Agreement dated March 10, 2005.  The Call Me Solutions investment was purely a 

licensing fee scheme.  The purpose of Call Me was to allow website users to communicate in real 

time with an interactive chat window “help desk”. Green became interested in this technology 

because he thought it would tie in with his marketing business for independent insurance agents.  

Call Me Solutions also marketed web-based educational products that were being to offered to 

school districts.  Investments records at WSI indicate that $1,806,522.44 was received from 

investors and put into World Wide Papas and $1,927,284.25 was received from investors and put 

into the Call Me investment.  A formal accounting to verify the foregoing has not yet occurred. 
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 Upon information and belief, Darrin Stock has been removed from his position at WWP 

for mismanagement and accounting irregularities.  Stock and Green are no longer associated.  

Stock and others connected with WWP have been sued for fraud in Denver District Court. 

 

 Shortly after fundraising began for Generation Three, Green, in his own name and not in 

a trust of fiduciary capacity, purchased a condominium at 1720 Wynkoop, #401, known as 

Streetcar Stables, for $680,000, funded partially with a loan of $579,643.00.  Green used this 

property as his residence until the Fall of 2008.  He also purchased three condominium units, at 

1700 Bassett Street, known as the Glass House, Units #1808, #2107, #2204.  The purchase price 

for Unit 1808 was  $588,000, funded by investor cash and a loan of $476,506 on February 21, 

2007; Unit 2107 was acquired for $360,000 with cash and a loan of $298,016 on April 13, 2007; 

and Unit 2204 was acquired for $1,205,793 with cash and a first loan amount of $964,634 and a 

second loan of $119,663 on April 18, 2007. 

 

Generation Four 
 

 Investments in Generation Four were accepted from May 1, 2007 until April 9, 2009.  

The Generation Four funding raised $5,967,948.  The figure head of Generation Four program 

was the acquisition by Delgreene Development Company, LLC of Texas development property 

consisting of a 60-acre tract of land located in Denton County Texas, about 45 minutes outside of 

Dallas.  The 60-acre parcel was acquired from Linda Tedesco and Lucille Shiver.  The 

connection was made through no other than broker Chris Zaal.  The land was acquired for the 

purchase price of $1,793,780.10  with an alleged down payment of $482,637.20, and the carrying 

of Term Certain contracts to Tedesco of $500,000 and Shiver of $200,000, along with a “short 

term payout agreement” for $587,213.27.  An existing loan on the land of $397,000 was paid 

from closing.  In addition to the land deal, $2 million of funds raised in Generation Four were 

placed into the two trading accounts run and owned by Green located at Merrill Lynch and 

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney.  Closing of the property took place on October 1, 2007.  Four 

months after closing of the Texas land deal, a new loan was placed on the land by Valliance 

Bank for $986,500.00 dated 2/12/08.  Subsequently loans obtained through DelGreene Credit 

Services for borrowings by DelGreene Development Company made on or about 3/12/08 in the 

respective amounts of $140,459.30, and $173,432.84, along with the Shiver and Tedesco 
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contracts, were secured by deeds of trust recorded against the land on 4/4/08.  According to an 

employee at WSI, the preliminary plat of the Texas property provided for development of 40 

residential lots which upon completion would be worth $8.7 million. The seller, Tedesco had 

obligated herself to build a large horse facility that would be a centerpiece for the development, 

but  did not follow through on her commitment. Likewise, Green did not continue the process of 

developing the land.  Tedesco became frustrated with Green’s progress or lack thereof, and filed 

a lawsuit against him. 

 

 Continuing the multi-year tradition, Chris Zaal and Southwest were the primary brokers 

for raising funds for Generation Four and received a 14% brokers fee and 2% went to American 

Premium Financial and 4% went to WSI.  The vehicles for the investments were the Term 

Certain Contracts that were used for prior Generations. 

 

 During the time funds were raised in Generation Four, Green, in his individual name, and 

not in a fiduciary capacity, acquired two more condominium properties at 1690 Bassett St., 

known as the Park at One Riverfront Units #13 and #14.  Unit #13 was acquired for 

$2,869,623.00 on 9/13/08 with cash plus a $2.3 million loan from Merrill Lynch, and Unit #14 

was purchased on 12/31/08 for $1,150,000 with cash plus a loan for $575,000.  Unit 13 that is 

now used as Green’s residence is tied to the brokerage accounts (See Summary below) at Merrill 

Lynch.  In addition to the Riverfront Condominiums, Green placed a contract on the new Four 

Seasons Condominiums (currently under construction) on 5/2/07 at a purchase price $839,000.  

$48,000 was paid as a down payment to reserve the unit.  Current prices have dropped so the 

deposit will most likely be valueless. 

 

Generation Five 
 

 The Generation Five investment program ran from May 5, 2009 until October 30, 2009.  

The purpose behind Generation Five was to invest in foreclosures through an entity known as 

Forza, LLC, controlled by Steve Robbins.  Forza was in the business of “fix and flips” on homes 

acquired through foreclosure.  Generation Five placed $2,571,020.29 with DelGreene Credit 

Services, and $400,000 was initially placed with Forza to acquire properties for “rehab”.  The 
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initial $400,000 was placed on April 21, 2009 and subsequent tranches were made totaling 

$448,935.29 between  August and September of 2009. 

 

 Green was initially introduced to Mr. Robbins through Kurt Tribbelhorn, who lived in 

Glass House Unit 1808 owned by Green, free of rent, purportedly as an offset for his services.  

Tribbelhorn invested $96,000 with Forza, and was promised a 20% share of Green’s profits, 

subject to certain conditions.  Again Chris Zaal and Southwest were used to generate investments 

for their excessive commissions. During Generation Five, Green changed his methodology and 

secured people’s investments with deeds of trust on specific properties.  As properties were sold, 

investors’ funds would be placed back into the pool for reinvestment into other properties.  

Investors were given long-term contracts such as 5-year build up or payout or 10-year build up or 

payout. 

 During 2009, Green used investor monies to pay his personal expenses at an average of 

$13,700 per month. These included mortgages, utilities, insurance, taxes, storage and travel to 

Mexico among others. 

 

Receivership Meetings 
 
 Initial meetings and discussions were held with counsel for Plaintiff in this case, and with 

representatives of the Colorado Division of Securities.  Discussions also occurred with counsel 

for the Defendant Green, along with Green himself, regarding documents and reports.  Receiver 

interviewed CPA Jerry Heckman who aided the Receiver on accounting and tax matters.  

Receiver has also fielded numerous calls from investors about the status of the Receivership and 

their specific claims, and reviewed investor correspondence.  Most recently, Receiver met with 

Steve Robbins of Forza, LLC, with Joe Yanofsky of Merrill Lynch, and communicated with 

Nick Hamilton of Smith Barney.  Receiver also interviewed Todd Stewart a WSI staff member, 

and hired him for specific tasks.  Receiver has inspected all parcels of real estate located in 

Metro Denver. 

 

 Realtors Bob Kosena and Nancy Kosena were hired to market two of the properties 

(Glasshouse #1808 and Riverfront #14).  Cayce Dahmer was hired as realtor for the Mobile 

house acquired at foreclosure in September 2009.  Receiver has hired Sweetbaum, Levin and 
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Sands, as counsel to deal with potential litigation against World Wide Papas, and on an as 

needed basis. 

 

II. RECEIVERSHIP 
 

 The undersigned was appointed as Receiver by the Denver District Court on November 

10, 2009.  A copy of the Receivership Order is not attached as an exhibit to this report for 

purposes of brevity.  A $10,000 Bond was required by the Receivership Order and posted.  An 

asset-freeze was immediately placed on all bank and brokerage accounts (except Firstier) and lis 

pendens were filed against the Colorado real estate.  Pursuant to his charge as Receiver, Mr. 

Snyder attempted to generate an accounting of all bank accounts and securities accounts, along 

with real and personal property.  As of November 30, 2009, the Receiver identified the following 

bank accounts: 

 

BANK        BALANCE 
 
Firstier Bank       $            81.68 
JP Morgan Chase      $1,396.551.20 
(Balance as of Nov. 10, 2009) 
(See Attached Exhibit B for account details) 
U.S. Bank       $          116.45 
TOTAL BANKS      $1,396,749.20 
 
BROKERAGE 
Merrill Lynch CMA Account #XX417   $   814,008.22 
Merrill Lynch Pledge Account    ($   715,902.77) 
(Subject to $2.3M loan on Unit 13 
 Riverfront) 
      Merrill Net $   814,008.22 
 
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney (MSSB) 
 Express Credit Line     ($  874,506.95) 
MSSB Reserved Client Account #xx240   $1,630,985.48 
 
      MSSB Net $   710,521.47 
 
TOTAL NET BROKERAGE    $1,524,529.60 
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REAL ESTATE SUMMARY 
 
 The following is a summary of the real estate.  The Plaintiff has filed Lis Pendens against 
all parcels Colorado.  All properties are currently rented, except Unit 14, where Green lives rent 
free. 
    Market     Net 
Properties   Value   Debts   Equity 
 
1720 Wynkoop, #401  570,000  (683,586)  -0- 
Denver, CO 
 
1700 Bassett, #1808  535,000  (476,506)  58,494# 
Denver, CO 
 
1700 Bassett, #2107  280,000  (298,016)  -0- 
Denver, CO 
 
1700 Bassett, #2204  998,000  (1,084,297)  -0- 
Denver, CO 
 
1690 Bassett, #13  1,500,000  (2,300,000)  -0- 
Denver, CO      715,903* 
 
1690 Bassett, #14  750,000  (557,819)**  192,181# 
Denver, CO 
 
60 Acres, Denton Co., TX 1,793,173  (986,500)  Unknown 
(2009 tax market value)    (500,000) 
       (other??) 
 
11836 Mobile St.  270,000  -0-   270,000# 
 
Four Seasons Contract 48,000   -0-   None 
 
8 Lots in Indian Hills  6,900   -0-   6,900 
 4th Filing (1, 2, 39 – 41, 52 – 54) 
(Value based on tax assessment) 
 
Forza LLC investment 367,566  -0-   367,566 
 
Timeshare-Fiesta American 7500      7500 
 
TOTAL REAL ESTATE NET      $902,641.00 
 
*Stock pledge 
** Mortgage not recorded properly.  May involve litigation. 
#  Listed for sale 
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INVESTMENTS 
 
World Wide Papas      Unknown 
 
PERSONAL PROPERTY AND HOME FURNITURE 
 
Located at Glass house and Green’s  
residence and in storage     Unknown 
(Not appraised) 
 
OFFICE FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 
 
Located at WSI Offices     Unknown 
(Estimated at $10,000 before moving and selling costs.) 
 

Inventory List not provided with this report for security reasons. 

 

 When Receiver is able to liquidate the real property assets owned by the businesses and 

by Green, as well as the personal property, the Receiver will file a proposed Plan of Distribution 

for investors,  creditors and tax claims, if any.  However, a claims procedure must be established 

before a Plan can be proposed.  Receiver has also tried to assemble account records for all 

investors and conduct a more comprehensive review of financial books and records.  Since it will 

take many months until the record review is completed and the assets are liquidated, Receiver 

cannot determine what investors’ accounts as a whole will yield on return of principal under a 

Plan.  These will be the subjects of later reports to the Court. 

 

 Dated effective this 5th day of March, 2010. 

 

      Respectfully submitted, 

      /s/ Andrew C. Snyder   

      Andrew C. Snyder, Receiver 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
 

 

 I hereby certify that on this 9th day of March, 2010, a true and correct copy of the 

foregoing pleading was placed in the United States Mail, postage prepaid and addressed to the 

following: 

 

Christine Stretesky, Esq. 
Russell B. Klein, Esq. 
Attorney General’ Office 
1525 Sherman Street, 5th Floor 
Denver, CO  80203 
 
Gerald Rome, Esq. 
Colorado Division of Securities 
1580 Lincoln Street, Suite 420 
Denver, CO  80203 
 
Philip Feigin, Esq. 
1200 17th Street, #3000 
Denver, CO  80202 
 

      /s/Andrew C. Snyder    

      Andrew C. Snyder 
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A B C D E

Jerrald Green Receivership Accounts

 EXHIBIT B

Account # Account Name Bank CLOSING BAL

103657953321 Security Investment Group Trustee US Bank $0.00

103658011103 DelGreen Development Co LLC US Bank $0.00

103657953339 Security Investment Group Mgmt US Bank $0.00

103656719186 WSI Holdings Denver US Bank $0.00

103657539435 Delgreen Financial Services LLC US Bank $0.00

103675797700 Wealth Administration Svcs LLC US Bank $0.00

103658570793 DelGreene Capital Mgmt LLC US Bank $0.00

xxxxxxxxx3362 WSI Holdings Denver US Bank $116.45

103658208592 Todd Stewart Agent US Bank $0.00

103658570769 Consultant Marketing Services LLC US Bank $0.00

103675860300 Wealth Administration Svcs LLC US Bank $0.00

103658570751 Wealth Administration Svcs LLC US Bank $0.00

TOTAL USBANK $116.45

633834112 Wealth Administration Svcs LLC JPMorgan $5,534.00

633834146 Wealth Administration Svcs LLC (Escrow) JPMorgan $713,917.42

633834096 WSI Denver Holding Trust JPMorgan $17,176.87

633834179 DelGreene Financial Services LLC JPMorgan $749.88

633834328 DelGreene Capital Mgmt LLC JPMorgan $1,057.81

633834120 DelGreene Credit Services LLC JPMorgan $33,310.50

633834138 American Premium Financial LLC JPMorgan $64,164.11

633834104 Consultant Marketing Services LLC JPMorgan $109.28

635848839 DelGreene Development Co LLC JPMorgan $554,232.89

636793380 DelGreene Capital Mgmt JPMorgan $1,250.74

2330209236 Jerrald A Green - Savings JPMorgan $5,047.70

TOTAL JPMorgan/Chase-CLOSED $1,396,551.20

TRANSFERRED TO KEY BANK




